
CULLA NEONATALE
NEONATAL CRIB
BERCEAU POUR NOUVEAU-NÉ
CUNA PARA RECIÉN NACIDOS
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MANUALE D’USO - USER’S MANUAL
MODE D’EMPLOI - MANUAL DEL USUARIO

•	È	necessario	segnalare	qualsiasi	incidente	grave	verificatosi	in	relazione	al	dispositivo	medico	da	noi	fornito		
al	fabbricante	e	all’autorità	competente	dello	Stato	membro	in	cui	si	ha	sede.
•	All	serious	accidents	concerning	the	medical	device	supplied	by	us	must	be	reported	to	the	manufacturer		
and	competent	authority	of	the	member	state	where	your	registered	office	is	located.
•	Il	est	nécessaire	de	signaler	tout	accident	grave	survenu	et	lié	au	dispositif	médical	que	nous	avons	livré	au	fabricant		
et	à	l’autorité	compétente	de	l’état	membre	où	on	a	le	siège	social.
•	Es	necesario	informar	al	fabricante	y	a	la	autoridad	competente	del	Estado	miembro	en	el	que	se	encuentra	la	sede	sobre	
cualquier	incidente	grave	que	haya	ocurrido	en	relación	con	el	producto	sanitario	que	le	hemos	suministrado..
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INTRODUCTION 
In	 accord	 with	 Regulation	 (EU)	 2017/745,	 this	 product	
is	part	of	the	CLASS	I	MEDICAL	DEVICES.	You	should	
carefully	 read	 this	 manual	 before	 using	 this	 medical	
device.

DESCRIPTION 
The	 neonatal	 crib	 is	 aimed	 for	 use	 in	 hospitals,	 within	
neonatology,	day	care	and	obstetrics	departments.	 It	 is	
used	 to	 accommodate	 newborns	 during	 hospitalisation	
and	 in	 order	 to	 facilitate	 the	 movements	 between	 the	
departments.	 It	 is	 recommended	 to	 carefully	 read	 the	
following	manual	before	using	the	device.	
The	 neonatal	 crib	 is	 composed	 of	 transparent	
polycarbonate	housing	fitted	with	 inserts	at	 the	base	 in	
order	to	change	its	inclination.	The	lower	trolley	is	made	
of	a	steel	tube	and	it	is	fitted	with	4	swivelling	wheels	out	
of	which	2	fitted	with	independent	brake.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ASSEMBLY AND USE
Components
The	crib	trolley	 is	supplied	completely	dismantled,	fitted	
with	accessories	for	the	assembly.	The	trolley	is	made	of	
the	following	components:

1. Legs with the rear 
wheels	fitted	with	brake

2. Legs with lower wheels

3. Rail for the crib 4. Polycarbonate crib

5. Mat with lining

Fixing screws:
•	6	TBE	6x35	SCREWS	
•	2	TBE	6x15	SCREWS	
•	8	washers

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
Insert	 the	 pair	 of	 rear	 legs	 fitted	 with	 brake	 (1)	 one	 at	
a	 time	 coupling	 them	 to	 the	 lower	 structure	 fitted	 with	
wheels	 (2).	Secure	 the	parts	by	means	of	 2	TBE	6x15	
screws	with	the	related	washers	(A).

Afterwards,	secure	using	2	TBE	6x35	SCREWS	with	the	
related	washers	(B).

Pick	 the	 rail	 by	 the	 crib	 (3)	 and	 secure	 it	 by	means	 of	
4	TBE	6x35	screws	with	the	related	remaining	washers.	
Make	sure	to	tighten	correctly	all	the	assembly	points.

At	 this	 point,	 the	 support	 trolley	 of	 the	 crib	 is	 fully	
assembled.	Insert	the	polycarbonate	crib	(4)	and	fit	with	
mattress	and	the	related	lining	(5).
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WARNINGS FOR CORRECT
         HANDLING 

Normal position

Handle for 
handling

Inclined position

Handle for 
handling

TECHNICAL DATA

Measurement 

Mattress	size	63x37x5.5cm
Cradle	with	trolley	
87x52.5x90h	cm
Cradle	84.5x52x32.5h	cm
Box	91x53x47.5cm

Weight 15	kg	–	16,5	kg	with	box

Max capacity 10	kg

WARNING ON THE USE AND MAINTENANCE
 - Use the medical device exclusively for accommodating 
newborns in their first days of life.

 - Comply with the maximum weights indicated in the 
technical datasheets.

 - Pay maximum attention while moving the newborn 
within the department. Before moving the crib, make 
sure that there are no braked wheels.

 - Check that the crib is stable once positioned in its 
housing. Do not push against the internal crib but 
use the metal structure, do not pry up the inner crib 
causing danger of overturning.

 - Avoid the direct contact with open wounds.
 - Lay down the patient only when the crib is positioned 
horizontally.

 - Lay down the patient on the bed only after the crib is 
fitted with an adequate mattress.

 - Do not use stiff mattresses (it is recommended to use 
mattresses adequate for neonatal cribs).

 - It is forbidden to be used in open environments.
 - In order to ensure its efficient use in the long term, it is 
recommended to avoid prolonged exposure to the sun 
rays; contact with saline environments; storage in very 
humid environments.

 - Always check before use that all components are intact 
and have no defects or damage. 

 - Check that the locking nuts of the lower trolley are well 
tighten. 

 - Periodically check all fixing points. 
 - Clean the crib without using abrasive products or 
solvents. Dry with care.

 - It is required to disinfect using only adequate non-
corrosive products. 

 - Only use original spare parts.

Keep away from 
sunlight

Medical Device 
compliant with 
Regulation (EU) 
2017/745

Product code Consult instructions 
for use

Caution: read 
instructions 
(warnings) 
carefully

Lot number

Keep in a cool, dry 
place Manufacturer

Medical Device Date of 
manufacture

GIMA WARRANTY TERMS
The	Gima	12-month	standard	B2B	warranty	applies.




